Learning & Teaching Week 2016 is a wonderful opportunity for you to participate in a vast array of workshops aimed at developing practical and innovative approaches to successful teaching and learning taking place within Bond University.

Learn from your peers, hear stories of experience in implementing new teaching strategies, share ideas on teaching innovation and technology and learn more about creative approaches to blended learning, coursework assessment and student feedback.

Sign up for as many sessions as you like - it is an opportunity to network and share experiences with colleagues and academic staff.

I encourage you to participate in this wonderful opportunity for collegial exchange, recognition of excellence in learning and teaching practice, and sharing knowledge on research and emerging pedagogies in learning and teaching.

Associate Professor Shelley Kinash  
Director Learning and Teaching Bond University

For more details and to register for the Bond University Learning and Teaching Week, please visit:


Cost: FREE

REGISTER NOW TO WIN AN IPAD MINI!

Scan the QR code to visit our Learning and Teaching Week website on your smartphone.

Office of Learning & Teaching  
Bond University  
Gold Coast, Queensland 4229  
Australia  
Phone: +61 7 5595 1293  
Email: olt@bond.edu.au  
www.bond.edu.au/olt

CRICOS CODE 00017B
Program Outline

Whether you are looking for hints on how to enrich the student experience, how to get published in journals or the latest blended learning practices, the comprehensive range of workshops and sessions during Learning & Teaching Week 2016 means there is something for everyone. You will be able to:

♦ Gain insight into practical, fresh and successful teaching approaches successfully implemented by colleagues as we showcase approaches championed by each of the Bond faculties
♦ Develop hands-on skills and share ideas on teaching innovation and technology enhanced learning
♦ Learn and practise innovative approaches to designing coursework assessment, embedding graduate employability into curriculum and applying student feedback
♦ Gain insights into getting published in learning and teaching journals and how to write a winning learning and teaching award application.

Monday 26 September

11:30AM-1PM Bond University - Australia’s No.1 for Student Learning Experience
Catered session.
Official Launch of Learning & Teaching Week.
Welcome to Country.
Come and celebrate and strategise moving from strength to strength as Australia’s top rated University for Student Learning Experience. Learn more about Bond Learning and Teaching Strategy from Bond’s Senior Executives.

1:30PM-3PM Spotlight on HDR Students & Teaching Innovation
See Bond students present their research & insights into their experiences at Bond.

3:30PM-5PM Why & How to Apply for Learning & Teaching Awards
Catered session.
Acknowledge and celebrate learning innovation. This session has been designed to build awareness of award opportunities at faculty, university and national levels. Through attending this session, you will gain skills and resources in:
- Explaining your approach to teaching;
- Gathering evidence about your students’ learning;
- Writing winning applications.

Tuesday 27 September

9AM-10AM A Focus on Space
Catered session.
Designing & using fit for purpose learning spaces.

10:30AM-12PM What Needs to Be Improved in Postgraduate Education?
Results from national research with over 300 students & staff.

Wednesday 28 September

9AM-10:30AM Technology Enhanced Learning & Teaching Innovation Panel
Be inspired by your colleagues’ ideas with a focus on “how-to” apply technology enhanced learning & teaching approaches & strategies to your practice.

11AM-12PM Building Employability Skills Through Experiential Learning in Clinical Education
This workshop explores the benefits and challenges inherent in implementing experiential learning in the clinical context and considers the advantages to student employability of consciously incorporating service learning into clinical education.

12:30PM-1:30PM Using eTevals to Improve Learning & Teaching
How to close the loop on student feedback and use eTevals to enhance learning & teaching approaches & practice.

1:30PM-2PM Catered Lunch & Networking

2:30PM-4PM Designing Interactive Learning Activities in Ilearn
A practical brainstorming and designing session, where you’ll be developing interactive learning activities based on Ilearn tools that you can incorporate into your own subjects.

Thursday 29 September

9AM-10:30AM How to Support Your Students’ & Graduates’ Employability
Evidence-based strategies and tools from national research.

11AM-12:30PM Student Panel: What Do You Want Your Educators to Know About Your Student Experience?
Catered session.
Student presentations and questions & answers about what is working well at Bond University and what students feel are potential areas for improvement in the student learning experience.

1PM-2PM Interdisciplinary Learning & Teaching: Promises & Pitfalls
Discussion of the rationale, benefits & challenges of interdisciplinary education based on two different approaches recently implemented in the Business School.

2:30PM-3:30PM Academic Meets Pracademic: Real-World Teaching for Students
Approaches & strategies to co-teaching from multiple disciplines, balancing theory & practice and meeting the needs of unique student cohorts.

4PM-6PM Gala Wine & Cheese Evening
Join our Vice Chancellor for our Annual Learning & Teaching Awards Celebration.

Friday 30 September

9AM-4PM Introduction to Learning & Teaching at Bond: All Day Workshop with Catered Lunch
This one-day workshop focuses on developing practical skills & strategies in active learning, differentiated instruction, innovative assessment design & applying teval feedback to your teaching. It can be taken as stand-alone professional development or as credit towards the Foundations of University Learning and Teaching (FULT) ten week program.

POP-UP STUDIO: Create Your Teaching Video
All week we have dedicated scriptwriters, videographers & multimedia experts on-hand to create your teaching video. Choose to create a Subject Introductory, Academic Skills or Feature Lecture video. All you have to do is talk about one of your favourite topics. Our team will do the rest. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to have your video filmed and posted by the end of the week.

Gain insights into getting published in learning and teaching journals and how to write a winning learning and teaching award application.